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A statement by the &ight Fiono W . L.
bdackenzie King, Prime Mini.ster of

It affords me particular pleasure to say to the

country represented here is so remote from Paris, nor so distinct in :

Government and people of France hos deeply the Canadian delegation
appreciates the choice of Paris as the place of meeting of the Third
Assembly of the United Nationso This cityD over many centuries, has
been a radiant centre of political and cultural achievemantse No

tradition from France, that it has not been greatly influenced b .y_
movements of enlightenment and progress uhich have had theîr origin
in this oity and in this countrye Of no country and of no people is
this truer than of my own, One third of the people of Canada have
ancestore who came from the shores of France, : They still speak its
language and $hare the traditions of French civilizationa .

As I listened to the eloquent and movingJspeech of the
President of the French Republic at the opening of this Assembly, and as
I recalled the great services which M . Vincent Auriol has rendered9 and
is rendering, to his country, I could not but re£lect upon the oontinuing
significance of the role of France among the nations . After all she
has suffered and endured in two vrars, France has again taken her place
in the front rank of the world community . Canadians never doubted that
France xould rise again to the full stature of her glorious past e

iYhat France records of nan°s ability to deveiop political
freedom within the framework of organized society should remind us that,
in the work of the Assembly, We are carrying forward a gi°eat tradition .
It should strengthen our conviction that, through the instrument of the
United Nations, xe also, in our day, have an opportunity to develo p
political ideas, and forms of political organization of service not to
one nation only, or to a few nations, but to mankindo _-

This Assembly of the United Nations affords an opportunity

for judging to vrhat extent the United Nations has thus far found it

possible to further the great purposes to which it is dedicatedb We have

now an opportunity to measure the work done, and to survey work that

remains to be done, This Assembly should be made the occasion for a
real eudit of achievement . It should equally be made the occasion for a
searching analysis of failure, where such has occurred e

If we are true to ourselves, we will admit that there is
not one among us who has not been discouraged by the difficulties xhich
have beset the path of our new organization, and rrho today is not disturbe d
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bÿ doubts and ïuzoertaintieso Too many of us have assumed that the highaims and purposes Qt` an organisation which seeks the betterment of
mankind throughout -the<world aould not fail to have a universal appeal .
We have not been suffieiently çonscious of the realities of the wor~d,
situation, .,

I for one believe the United Nations has attempted to
accomplish far too muchD in far too short a time . We have overlooked the
fact that any world institution, especially one which aims at effective
co-operation among all nationsa is certain to be of slow growtho ..It :is
true that nature never restso It is equally true that nature never

hastenso One reason vrhy the international institutions the United Nations
have created since the alose- of war are not working in the way We hoped
they mightg is that the sense of a world community of interest on which
these institutions must resta and whioha in themselvesD they tend to

createa has not yet been developed, It may take a long time to develop ,

The United Nations, r féél~, must seek to close the gapa
already far too wide, between the purposes which are wzthin its reacha

and those which exceed its grasp, We must not dïssipate the moral and

other resources of a world vrhich despet°ateiy needs peace on too many

secondary objectivesg however desirable they may be ztr themseZves

-~ ,,-
J -•_We do well to r.ecognize that the advanice,of .scienoe ,

demands9 .irr an_zncreasingly urgent and imperative way~, the existence pf a
commtm ity sensff which is Rorld•wideo -In seeking-to ereate this sens e
of a world oomlminity, the United Nations is certain to be confronted by
many difficu.lties. In thinking of these difficulties9 -I have sometimes
wondered whether the experience in codoperation and association of the
countries of the.Commonwealth of Nations„ to•which Canada is proud to
belongD has not some•lessonsg both positive and negativeg vrhich might be
of help in meeting _like :difficult ies in .the deve-.lopment _oi' a world
conmmunity sense ,

-- .It. is true the oountries of the Commonwealth have never had
a eharters- have never .appoi.nted a Secretary~Generai~..and have never take n

' a .decision- by a simple or twomthirds ma jority, . They have neverthaiassfl
over many yearsD-worked to~ether with an increasi,ng appreezation af -s

-interests they have in conntono ; It is true :they have by no means solved
all their difficulties ; sone of these di .fficult situa•Gions have found
their vray on to the ;agenda ~of the Unite d Nations, Neverthe~ess, by and
largea it is true that the countries of the Commonwealth do try t o

---understand each other°s prqblemss-,institutions and points of viewo Between
_` themselves they have sought agreements by acoommodation and s,utual : :

forbearanoe,• without positive formulation, they have contrived to share
e in large measure -a coimnon point of view, • This oorrmunity sense they ;
have developed despite the differenoes in language,, race, tradition, and
religion which .characterize the member states,, In this more limited -
experiment in international politica 1 association there are seine things
which may be of value in shaping the development of the United Nations o

By our presence here in Paris,' we are reminded not onl y
' t`-of what may be accomplished through the combi.ned efforts _of ;nations, but

also of the peril which again threatens eiviliaationo . . . ;~ .
,j . .

The conflicts of the last eighty years have.flowed back
and forth across this land of France and have exaoted an appaili,ng penalty
of its people . Since the latest and greatest of these conflictsp th e

+ nations have set themselves .the double task•of reoonstruct~ng the
- shattered political ' and eoonom ic life of i~uropeII and of prevent, .ng a,
recurrenoe of such oonflicts . rhese are aims towards the realizatlon o f
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which every nation might have been expected to co-operate whole-
heartedly

. It must frankly be admitted,- however, that we have cause .
for misgiving about the progress of both these undertakings . .

The reconstruction of Europe, stimulated by aid from
countries which suffered less directly from the war, and carried forward
by the co-operative effort of the peoples of ~testern Europe, has,
fortunately, made some progress

. On the other hand, rather than
participate in this work of reconstruction, from which they themselves
would benefit, certain nations have chosen not merely to stand aside,
but, wilfully or otherwise, to misrepresent and obstruct the efforts of
others

. This obstruction in the task of reconstruction is unfortunately
but one example of what would appear to be a policy of deliberate
hindrance of the political and economic reorganization of the postarar
world. In so far as this may be so, we cannot be otherwise than
profoundly concerned for the wellmbeing of the entire work of
reconstruction and peacema.king which has been undertaken since the war .

It will come as a painful surprise, `if not as s. shock,
to my fellow countrymen in Canada to learn that anyone addressing this
Assembly could have left the impression that members of the United

Nations had ignored the intere'sts of the peoples of those countri.es which
suffered most from the war, and from the severe hardships which were-
imposed by the Hitlerites . . Such, certainly, was the impression left on
my mind in listening to the address of the delegate of the U .S .S .R. on
Saturday morning last, I find the impression left on others was similar
to my own .

The specific references, it is- true, were to the Economic
and Social Council and Economic Commission for Europe, but the impression
conveyed was that the United Nations had been indïfferent to th e
important interests of the people of those countries which had suffered
most . This certainly is not true of the United Nations as expresse d
in the contributions of its member nations . .

I am sure the Assembly would be glad to hear from the
representatives of Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia what quantity
of farm implements, how many motor trucks, how many locomotives, to say
nothing of food, supplies and medical aid, their countries have received,
since the end of the war, by gift and credit, from countries, members of
the United Nations, that have sought to help in the common task of
reconstruction .

. I speak with some irnowledge and feeling on this question
because the people of Canada have taken their full share of the load of
providing relief and assistance for the war~shattered countries of Europe -
through mutual .aid, through military relief, through UNRRA, as well as
through direct governmental credits of over 500 million dollars for the
continent of Europe . I can speak for the Government of which during these
years I have been the head, and which recommended to Parliament the
necessary appropriations . I can speak for the Parliament of Canada which
made the appropriations possible, and for the people of Canada who
supported these policies for the rehabilitation of the economy of war-
devastated countries, and supplemented them by sending millions of dollars
more, through private and voluntary channels, for the relief of the needy
and destitute . Their single purpose was to assist the peoples who had
suffered most from the war to rebuild their homes, restore their
agriculture, restart their industries - so that their countries coul d
take their places again in the world economy and world community to which
we all belong .

. . . . . .frhat I
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Whât I have said about the Canadian effort, ând the '
spirit that inspired it, holds good9 I believe, in every particular, for
the many times greater contribution in each of these fields that the'
United States has made, and continues to make, towards the recovery of
Europe's economio independence and wellmbeing ,

' The 'second major undertaking of the postwar world has been
the establishment of machinerÿ for the settlement of international disputes
and for the maintenance of peace . Great hopes have been entertained that
the establishment at San Francisco of'the United Nations would mark the
beginning of a world organization which would provide real security o
Today, this task stands in equal peril .

" The settlement of international disputesg through machinery
provided by the United Nations, has made some progress, though it is
still far from having achieved success . Its success or failure would
appear to have been dependent upon the extent to which the applicatio n
of the veto has been in accordance with the general consensus of view of
the member nations . In areas where it is clear that the veto has not been
applied to further the special interest of one or more member nations rather
than the géneral interest, procedures of negotiation and compromise, `
mediati~on and adjustment have been undertaken, and have proved helpful
and constructive . Hoarever, in every a rea, and on every subject where
it is obvious that the veto has been applied to further some particular
interest, rather than the genera 1 interesta the process of compromise
and adjustment has been ignored, and little or no progress as a
consequence has been made, ~

The stalemate which has resulted from this state of affairs
affects many situations which are of direct and imperative concern in the
life of all free nations . Its continuance cannot fail to lead to threats
to freedom a rising not only from aggressive aims at territorial expansion,
but, as well, from sinister plans to undermine the structure of fre e
government within the borders of individual nations .

There is no nation, hoorever great, which, in a world such
as the one in which we live today, oan defend its freedom solely with its
own resources . A11 nations are, therefore, interested in security .
Where existing machinery for the prevention or settlement of international
disputes has-proven or is proving inadequate to effect security, additional
means must be sought .

Security for individual nations, under such circumstances,
can be assured only by the effective coW-operationD and the united power
of those nations whose determination to maintain their freedom
constitutes a strong bond o£ community between them, It is not surprising
therefore that certain nations, knowing that their security depends on
collective action in some form, and which are not yet able to achieve that
security on the universal basis which the United Nations contemplates,
should, pending this large accomplishment, seek to achieve their security
on a less than universal basis ,

As nations, we are all members one of anôthero " The good of
each is bound up in the good of all . This sense of community of interest
cannot be too highly, too rapidly, or too widely developed . It is vital
to the defence of freedom to maintain a preponderance of moral, economic
and military strength on the side of freedom - all else is wholly
secondary. To direct its energies to this imperative end seems to me to
be the supreme task of the United Nations today,

. . . . . ./There is a



- There is a further all-compelling reason why a world
conanunity sense cannot

be too completely developedo I mean,-of eoursefl
the urgent necessity for the effective control of atomic energy,

Scientific achievements have in recent years placed this terrible weapon

of destruction at the disposal of mankind, The processes by which .
atomic energy i s released are now well lmown to the scientists of all
nationso : The abilit,y to make and release the atomic bomb willp in the
course of tinea be available to any nation which possesses and devotes
sufficient skill to that purposea The international control of atomic

energy might change it from a force of terrible destruction into a power
which could greatly benefit the whole of mankind ,

In the presence of the menace whieh atomic energy constitutesD
every nation, in the interest of its own people as well as those o f
other lands, eannot strive too earnestly to ensure this mighty trans-
formation, The hope of the world zsg I believea eentred today in the
United Nations as the one world organization capable of establishing
this international control e

In his address to this Assembly last Saturday, the
representative of the U,S,S,R, said that after thirty months of work by
the Atomic r+nergy Commission there had been no positive resultsn .that the
work o£ the Atomic Energy Commission had remafned fruitlesse He sought to
place the blame on the United States for the failurea thus far, to bring
about the international control of atomic energyo I do not think this is
borne out by the factso The Government of Canada has taken part in the
important discussions and negotiations on this subject since their
inception . I am therefore able to speak with some knowledge of the facts e

The facts show conclusively that not only has the United
States striven earnestly and hopefully for a solution, but thatb subject
to proper safeguards, they have unhesitatingly offered to give to the
world the far-reAohing advantages which came to them in consequence of
their vast efforts in this field during the late waro - . -.

7iro years ago, when the meetings of the Atomie Energy
Commission were commeneed, no one was certain that it would be possible
to produce aworkable plan in the international control and development
of this great source of energy. A plan for this purpose has, hoarever9
been developed. The nations of the world, whioh now possess the resources
and the skill for the production of atomio energy, have stated their
willingness to take part in the operation of the plan .

The representative of the U,S,SoRo, in denying that

substantial progress has been made toward the working out of arrangements

for the international control of atomic energya stands almost alone in

this view, Every other country which has participated in the work of the

Atomic Energy Commission established by this Assembly at its first session

in London, which has been free to express its conclusionsD has joined in

full acceptance of the majority report of the Commissiono

The report of the Commission will come before the Assembly
later for detailed study and approvalo At that times, members of the

.Canadian delegation will develop the reasons for Canada 6s acceptance o f
its proposals . In our opinion they are based on the inescapable facts of
atomie energy, and constitute the only method by which these new dread
forces may properly be brought under effective control in the interes t
of peace and well-being of all the peoples of the world o
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In international relations, as9 indeedD: in all human
relations, attitude and will are of first importance, ® solution of
most problems is not difficult to find where men or nations are really
anxious to discover common groundD and bring their Wills to that task .
Where, however, there is no will to peacea and an attitude of antagonism
rather than of oomoperation is deliberately fosteredfl the appeal soon
becomes one th force, rather than to reasono Wherever the appeal is to
force, security9 which is essential to the preservation of freedom,
demanda a preponderance of strength on the side of freedomo Thïs is
necessary, not from any thought of Aggressiona but to save from
destruction, the very nations and peoples who have at heart the aim of
creating better conditions for others as well as for themselves o

The problems of today are not going to be solved by any
formula, They will be solved only to the degree that each individual
does his part, and each nation does its part to further the common gooda
by an attitude of good-vill towards allo In this particularD exarnpl e
is all powerfulo Patience and forbearance are not signs of weakness,
They are the hall-marks of strength a

If this world of ours is to escape destruction,
international relationshipsfl characterised by antagonism and coercion
must make way for e world community which recognises that "over all
nations is humanity" . The habit of mind which resolves problems in terms
of class, or race or of national prestige must be abandonedD and its place
taken by .a world outlook o

Let us not be deceived, The terrible truth is that the
nations have yet to decide which is to prevail : the law of blood and of
deatha ever imagining new means of destruction, and forcing nations to be
constantly ready for the battlefield ; or the law of peace, work and
health, ever evolving new means of delivering man from the scourges which
beset him. Mankind has still to discover whether violent conquest or the
relief of humanity is to triumph in the end, . -

- Whatever ma y be said by or of individualsD the peoples of
the world •. in every community - ardently desire world peaceo Today they
are iooking anxiously to all the representatives of all the nations at
this Assembly, to work together towards the fulfilment of this great
purpose, The proceedings of this Assembly may help to determine whether
the world is to be plunged into the darkness of anarchy„ or whether
mankind is to continue to move towards the light of ordered freedom and
universal peaoe,
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